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About This Game

Beyond the Horizon
From darkness to light.

Travel through 11 zones of relaxation.
Visit as often as you like.

This virtual reality (VR) experience, allows you to continuously traverse a mysterious friendly world on a unique virtual
platform that you control with your body.

Eleven (plus one) unique zones support a restful relaxing state, giving you time for reflection and introspection.

With your body movement you control your horizontal direction and speed. With a controller, you can also explore above and
below, finding a variety of places to enjoy the alien landscape.

We are also exploring the use of voice to control the platform.
'Up', 'level', 'down', controls your vertical movement.

'Stop' will allow you to hold the platform in its current position. Pull out your yoga mat, or do Tai Chi in front of the waterfall.
'Go' will start the platform moving again.
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Great game, really well made, the crafting is very well built. I played this on my surface and it ran fine. The military aspect is
really good, and after a bit of exploring the controls a bit you get a real feel that your running the colony. It has only a few flaws:
I couldn't figure out how to turn the buildings, if you build to close the people get stuck and die, and you have to go back and
forth between the planets.

Otherwise great game I look forward to the next update.. Well worth it for the nostalgia alone. Random Thoughts made some of
the BEST games of its time, and it's great to see one of them again. I hope they'll port stuff like Mercenaries of Dosbar and
Silent Frontier, next!

Definitely buy this if you grew up in the age of the java game!. This is a fun song pack for bass guitar players. The songs are
pretty straightforward to play, but they provide a good workout due to their speed and rhythm patterns.. I've been a fan of Fable
since TLC. So playing this game brings huge amounts of joy when I understand all the little nods and also just because it's a
solid, well done CCG.

There's already a good amount of customisation with deck building and the heroes\/factions play on that well.

The animation and art style is beautiful. If you love CCGs or Fable you'll love this game. If you love both, it's a must get..
Honestly, I know a lot people have that \u2018You can\u2019t beat the classic\u2019 mentality and I totally get it! However, in
this case, this one is better than the original. It keeps everything that made the original great and improves upon the intensity,
visuals, violence, and sound to the point where it feels surprisingly real. Plus, a lot of scenes appear gloriously cinematic. And
we\u2019re reintroduced to MacMillan, Soap, and Price! Woooo!

Sometimes the awesome music can\u2019t be heard over the chaos, and I felt some of the songs didn\u2019t need any
tinkering.

8\/10. Fast and easy game. Take aproximately 50 minutes to complete and there are not many bugs ( there are some after the
last level is finished ).

Tho, I would love to see better description on the Achievements and how to acquire them as I am currently stuck on the
Smashed! achievement as last one.. Very fun game that gets almost everything right. The graphics, interface, sound\/music are
all great. The story is interesting and the humour works well.

The only disappointment is that the solutions to the puzzles in the second half of the game were at times obscure. I ended up
using the in game hints at times, which I hate doing. At times, reading the solutions to puzzles didn't make the logic of the
puzzle clear. Doesn't spoil the game but with better puzzles the game would be a classic.. A quality slice of DLC.

I enoy the Regimenst of Renown for the addded flavour and the two new Legendary lords are great. They each are pretty unique
and both have a really challenging start.

The meat of this DLC however is the two new sub factions that accompany the new lords. This is great especially for Co Op
Campaigns when you both want to be Dwarves or Orcs.

The fact that this DLC costs the same as 'The Grim and the Grave' is ridiculous. Two new Sub Factions make this much better
value for your money and I highly recommend this DLC.

Thumbs up from me.. My first dlc, use to regular on all lines, I use to ride on them as a kid, so I have soft spot for them,,,

Good value for money... If you own a line with a lot of station's on, they're really good fun in QD.. Played on Oculus Rift w\/
Touch, with only episode 1 available.

I don't generally play escape rooms and I've having a tough time reviewing this as I don't have much to compare with. In the end,
I think I give it a weak yes but only when on steep sale.
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Puzzles are decent and the robot companion is kindof cute though doesn't have much to tell story wise in episode 1. And so glad
for comparatively cheery environment compared to the glut of horror torture\/murder dungeons.

Controls are a bit awkward, sometimes it would pick the item right up, others times nothing would happen or it would grab one
of the others no where near my hand. And pulling my physical index finger IN to push the trigger button to extend the virtual
index finger to point OUT for a couple of the interactions is literally backwards.

Screenshots and video are slightly misleading, you're rooted to a single spot for the whole "episode one" The game has the
"room-scale" tag but it's not. There is an episode 1 text in the title screenshot (but not the game title) and at the very end of the
description. But that really isn't prominent enough nor does it clearly indicate there is on the single room (with 6 or so puzzle
elements). Episode 1 has very little plot or dialog (outside the hints) and limited though crisp gfx.

Description says "30-50" minutes for episode 1 even though the default timer is 20 minutes. I completed in about 20, though I
admit I hit the help button twice for hints rather than stare at the walls hoping for divine inspiration. $8 is steep for 20 minutes,
even in VR. $2-4 would be much better aligned. Here's hoping this is one of the few games that actually releases an additional
installment (and for free).
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Pros:
Great Soundtrack
Excellent Story
The thoughts of the character are shown.
Symbolism
Nice pixel art
Pretty trading cards.
Interesting journal entries.
Great atmosphere
Great endings

Cons:
Game breaking glitches. Please fix this there were several times where my game crashe and I had to restart the level.
Frustrating at times.

There are two endings, both evoke different emotions. Even though the game can be frustrating, the endings make the game
well worth it (besides the other pros I listed).

When you play some things over it feels pretty easy if you had trouble before, so if you plan on playing it over that should not
be a problem. A really easy and boring game. Just glitch yourself trough the people and walk to the right.
Not worth any money.. keeps kicking me out of the game. At the moment, I cannot recommend The Love Boat - Second
Chances on Steam. Despite enjoying the first of the series, it is currently very buggy, and towards the last few levels, I gave up
on completing the achievements, and mostly aim to complete the story instead.

1. Poor response time after clicking. Sometimes your clicks might not register at all, or skip if you quickly click on another item
afterwards.

2. Delay between actions. There is a very noticeable delay between your actions, which makes the whole experience really
janky, and not smooth at all. Checking out customers was also a very tedious process, it is very slow.

3. Impossible\/hard to complete levels due to bugs. On one of the MAIN levels, you were required to submit only full orders.
However, due to the poor response\/delay, the items ended being submitted to the customers INDIVIDUALLY, causing the
challenge to be failed. However, after quite a few restarts, it is possible to clear it.

4. Clipping issues\/graphic bugs - During cutscenes, or levels themselves, the npcs and customers would clip through each other,
and the background. There was also alot of inconsistencies between the character model and the ongoing story.  Julie was shown
to have an eyepatch on her model after a certain cutscene. However, her subsequent models during story and challenge levels do
not reflect this change, even though it will show up again immediately in cutscenes after a level.

5. Poor minigames design - The minigames were largely repetitive, most of which involve clicking 3 spots, and there is no
change in pattern at all for any of the minigames. The 3 spots will always be in the same place, the luggage will always be
stacked in the same way etc. Also I had difficulty with one of the minigames, where I couldn't click and scroll properly with my
mouse.

6. Story - 6.5\/10, I personally felt that the story wasn't as good as the first.

Overall, the game was very tedious to play through, with the poor responses and delay that I had not encountered in other
gamehouse games (though the first Love Boat was a little laggy for me too). Expert mode did not feel like a challenge at all,
given the new ability to force out new customers according to your own pace. This new feature also shorten the duration I
usually spend on other Gamehouse games quite significantly. Hopefully some or all of these might be fixed in the future.. Ok
HOG. Another really busy one. 100% achievement was the first unlocked.. This game was fun and creepy as hell. I wish it was q
bit easier to get away from the dolls, but it provides a nice challenge!
Hope anyone who plays it makes it farther than me :D
https:\/\/youtu.be\/F4bBK3uaEA0. The game was soild but a little too simple. I have played free restaurant games on the
internet that had more substance than this.. EDIT: The Dev has seemed to make the graphics at least bearable but still not
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perfect, the anti aliasing is still dreadful.

The game mechanics are a complete joke, there is none. It's complete trial and error to get through a room, no skill or quick
thinking involved. The animations are hilariously bad and makes you lose all sense of immersion. The game mechanics need
serious work before I would recommend this.. RUSSIANS BAD

AMERICANS GOOD

AMERICANS SHOOT RUSSIANS

HELL YEAH\/10. I don't like Baseball and I don't like where it's gone these days. I did like it back in the 50s, 60s and 70s and
this is where SMB2 takes me too, back to a time when the game was just plain fun and a blast to play. Then add to that I can
play online and customize my teams, can you say Perfect Storm! They got it right, I just hope they do the same with Football (or
Hockey).
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